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       3 *r/e ( o*Ltn,o. - rlo ffirMü ov,,lnn/ fcda,*ab.o (tu,l,tt,tL 1 fiqrt*a * twn- l*rr*,- g^räl - (/4ta4,1, rc {vfufi ( Qu,{h,,nl dr*,*4a ( l,n*,r*1 euL+,4 rt h,l*lß-yl) Cultural Flesh and the Limits of Culture ^ flf-t - fui|ttrt,A *TVattl 1o aa,tt+,+. Hdctor G. Castaffo Paper for lhe Whot After Eurocentrism? Phenomenology ond lntercultural Philosophy Conference, Chinese University of Hong Kong,23-25 )une 202L Work in progress, do not enter (202L106/01v. 0) Professor Lau Kwok-Ying's notion of "culturalflesh" produces a valuable framework to reconsider phenomenology from an inter- or transcultural perspective. However, the concept of "culture" carries a series of connotations that require careful criticism. I structure my presentation into two parts. First, I try to show why we should not extrapolate directly Merleau-Ponty and Derrida's dispute on the access to the other to the field of ethnic/cultural differences and inter-ethnic/cultural understanding. Second, lpay attention to the difficulties associated with the word "culture", which Prof. Lau does not fully delimitate in his book. By considering the relation between culture and non-cultural boundary-production, I ask whether what he calls "culturalflesh" belongs strictly to the domain of "culture" or not. 'ir First, I want to thank Prof. Lau Kwok-Ying for inviting me to take part in this conference. ln his email, he asked me to provide some critical insights on his notion of "cultural flesh". I had previously discussed some dimensions of the concept from the point of view of Derrida's critical (although hasty and incomplete) reading of Merleau-Ponty. Today, even if I will not abandon completely that framework (which I think is useful to evaluate the persisting non- engagement of contemporary European philosophy with non-Western traditions of thought), I hope I will present some new ideas whose discussion may be worthwhile for Lau and the other participants. I structure my presentation into two parts. First, I will try to show why Merleau-Ponty and Derrida's dispute on the access to the other should not be mechanically extrapolated to the field of ethnic/cultural differences, and inter-ethnic/cultural understanding. Second, I will pay attention to the difficulties associated to the word "culture", of which Prof. Lau does not present a clear definition in his book, and ask whether what he calls "culturalflesh" belongs strictly to the domain of "culture" or not. ..-.' lagree with Prof. Lau and other critics that Derrida's philosophy, despite the openness to the other that characterizes deconstruction, remains somehow trapped in a form of "reverse ethnocentrism"l. Of course, the entire motivation of deconstruction is about challenging the historical, transcendental and even institutional limits of so-called "Western Metaphysics". But in practice, in Derrida's insistence on a deconstruction from the "within" (the opposite of which would be nalVe empiricism, a criticism that he would probably address against Merleau-Ponty as well), or in the reluctance to abandon the Western tradition as the object 1 Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, "Translator's Preface," in Of Grammotology, by Jacques Derrida, trans. Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, Corrected edition (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1998), lxxxii. of his analysis, the other, be it Asian, African or American, only gets an abstract position in his works-an abstraction that becomes dangerous when we misread it as granting the cultural other the privilege of "absolute otherness". Derrida himself grew increasingly aware of this problem, but his more or less odhoc responses remain little convincin92, mainly because they do nottackle the real question: that, perhaps with the only exception of Hebrew, he did not engage with texts or concepts of outside the "West", remaining all his life within the comfort zone of Western metaphysics. Not that he should have done otherwise, the lack of knowledge of other languages being a strong, albeit inevitably too contingent, argument in his favor. But an active reception of deconstruction today can no x longer ignore the transformation in how the history of philosophy is written, underlining both the internal heterogeneity of any tradition and the commonalities between different N$j' \ meta physics3. I also agree with prof. Lau that Merleau-Ponty's openness to other traditions is stronger, and although he limits his concrete engagementto a text like "Ailleurs et nulle pa11", his lack of reserves to affirm, for instance, that China too has philosophy, reminds us of the best moments in the 17-18th centuries East-West exchange. How this attitude translates into an actual interculturaldialogue is what Lau's work shows in his comparative analyses between phenomenology and Chinese texts like lhe Mencius or the Laozi. Also, the rich and enthusiastic reception of Merleau-Ponty in East Asia also proves that his philosophy is full of "open elements", to use the concept by Lao Sze-Kwang ä,8)f also quoted by Prof. Lau in his booka. ln a context in which political and economic forces often instrumentalize ethnic and cultural differences, but also in which calls for universalism lack of really inclusive universal standards, Merleau-Ponty's idea of a "lateral" or "oblique universalism"5 sounds important: how to stress what we have in common without erasing the differences that distinguish us? But salutary as it be, this intuition also requires careful examination, specially because in any intercultural exchange, a certain erasure of the differences in favor of the common ground or, inversely, a certain neglection of the commonalities in the name of irreducible difference, are hard to avoid. That is, a certain violence in one sense or the other. Hence, we must consider at least three questions: 2 « Certes, tout ce qui m'a, disons, intdressd depuis longtemps - au titre de l'6criture, de la trace, de la ddconstruction du phallogocentrisme et de « la » mdtaphysique occidentale (que je n'ai jamais, quoi qu'on en ait r6p6t6 ä sati6t6, identifid comme une seule chose homogöne et surveill6e par son article d6fini au singulier, j'ai si souvent dit le contraire et si explicitement !), tout cela n'a pas pu ne pas proc6der de cette 6trange rdf6rence ä un « ailleurs » dont le lieu et la langue m'6taient ä moi- m6me inconnus ou interdits (...) », Jacques Derrida, Le Monolinguisme de l'outre, Ou Lo Prothäse de l'origine (Paris: Galil6e, 1996), 1,31,-32. 3 Lau Kwok-Ying's idea of "para-deconstruction" aims at reconsidering the problematic topology of the limits of philosophy or metaphysics, in which both Heidegger's and Derrida's deconstructive projects have trapped themselves. Alongside with deconstruction, but also protected against its effects, this "para-deconstruction" stands for "the patient exercise of a certain form of epochal thinking face to the urgent task of searching for a novel commencement of thinking in the post- Heideggerian epoch", Lau Kwok-Ying (gIJtrr{), Phenomenology and lnterculturol Understanding: Toword o New Culturol Flesh (New York: Springer, 2016), 30. 4 Lau,3-4. s Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Signes (Paris: Gallimard, 1960), 1.53,173. 1) lf it is not possible (as it should not)to have fullaccess to the other, where are the limits of the inaccessible parts in her? 2) ls it possible to see the world and myself through the eyes of the other, or is it the other rather the blind spot of my vision? / 3) How to distinguish the attempt to attain the other's flesh, from that of appropriating her, or bringing her under another self (be it "myself", or a common self between us two, the "us" of an unwelcomed exchange)? lfind it usefulto come back briefly to Merleau-Ponty and Derrida's deferred For this reason, debate-deferred, because the former did not take part, while the latter only hinted at it without going into details. Derrida's Criticism of Merleau-Ponty and lts Reverse ln his book, prof. Lau has summarized Derrida's criticism of Merleau-Ponty in Le toucher - Jean-Luc Noncy, therefore I will not repeat everything here. Derrida's principal objection is I ruJJsr t r tu'Ett tt' il! r* y . ombre": Merleau-Ponty writes in "Le philosophe et son ?:fr\-I:* "z:,T:::äl;ä,Tl'§l[:':l[,äxä;i""""iJ[:'::THil:;:"J;:::]l?"122',,i,i,'n"' l* a^l I a* « Ma main droite assistait ä l'avönement du toucher actif dans ma main gauche. Ce n'est pas autrement que le corps d'autruis'anime devant moi, l,tC orjenl *f quand je serre la main d'un autre homme [...] Mes deux mains sont ,/ o1'\-o stlc 'compr6sentes' ou 'coexistent' parce qu'elles sont les mains d'un seul tL.tar üo rf ntd,tty, corps: autrui apparait par extension de cette comprdsence, lui et moi sommes comme les organes d'une seule intercorpor6itd. »6 There are two things at stake in this paragraph. First, for Merleau-Ponty the "touching oneself touching" produces the recognition of the bodily existence of the other. But then, when it comes to touch another person's hand, his existence becomes also an evidence for me (« en serrant la main de l'autre, j'ai 6vidence de son ötre-lä »). For Derrida, who reads these lines in parallel with Husserl's text, which Merleau-Ponty is paraphrasing, nothing allows the latter to interpret the intermediate, or analogical, "apperception" of the other, as an immediate or intuitive experience of her. Although Derrida's paraphrasing of the paraphrase can be nuanced, I disagree with prof. Lau's affirmation that Derrida's critique is a matter of an "orthodox" reading of Husserl (in contrast with the heterodox interpretations of his youth). ln fact, in this chapter of Le toucher, Derrida is playing Husserl against Merleau-Ponty on the background of the psychoanalytical conceptual pair of "introjection" and "incorporation" and a reflection on translation, both well beyond the limits of Husserl's orthodoxy. Derrida's main concern is not philological, but ethical, and his appraisalof Husserl(which is, of course, not limited to [e toucher) has to do with how the German master deals with a basic problem: how to open phenomenology to the other, without appropriating the other under the self. lt is ultimately the same critique, commented by Lau as well, that Levinas addresses to Merleau-Ponty about the need of respecting the radical separation between the subject and the other, without which a relation in form of violence becomes unavoidableT. 6 Maurice Merleau-Ponty, "Le Philosophe et Son Ombre," in Signes, Folio Essais 381 (Paris: Gallimard, 2001.),274. 7 Lau, Ph en o m eno I ogy o n d I n te rc u ltu ro I tJ n d e rsto n d i ng, 1,99-200. fiuadri cnh1* a{*q *,t off| rv fto t.Nluil4 ru+t o'l,w- 944,Ä l. tpt atn+ nfirowttaot t'xboa'A7 - lh!/L ( 3. t" JtttwL6,{Y ( *o , trr*tl /d*,) Derrida's and Levinas'concerns are perhaps too "transcendental", and it is indeed difficult to take them as the starting point of an idea of community, other than a community of mourners. But even if Merleau-Ponty's gesture does not translate into a violence against the other, I wonder whether confidence in this exchange of positions, in this proximity gained by touching, or even in the reversibility of vision, really account for the real complications of actual ethnic and cultural exchanges, and the violence that often come with them. ln Merleau-Ponty's example, two men shake hands (a culturally determined gesture), but what if it was a man touching a woman's hand beyond the formality of a handshake? Or me touching someone in the threshold of death? Or a frightened animal? Or someone with a contagious disease? Or an untouchable in lndia? We should not neglect the complex and profound mediations that make up our experience of touching; allthe taboosthat come with the sense of touch probably have some link to the fact that this is a sense of the limits, of what we should not trespass, touching conveying both the intimacy of contact and the imminence of death. Both dimensions coexist, and Merleau-Ponty and Derrida are well aware of them, but each philosopher stresses a different pole. We need not conciliated them, but we cannot do without both of them either. Of course, we should not refrain from touching, because the skin (with its texture, temperature, shaking, sweat and odor) is a powerful means of communication and affection making up the being-with (as Nancy insists), the responsibility toward the other, hospitality and respect. But touching too much, or in an inappropriate circumstance, is also a source of pain and destruction. Prof. Lau's concept of "culturalflesh" is the extension of Merleau-Ponty's "flesh" lchoir)to the domain of culture, as well as the translation of this notion into Chinese ({iLElllE). lt is a philosophical project, focused on intercultural understanding in the realm of philosophy, the condition of which is to be able "to immerge ourselves in the historical and human context of other philosophies"s. As he explains, "the keyto intercultural understanding in philosophy resides in the possibility of 'entering into the spiritual world or psychic domain of the cultural of the other"'e. Merleau-Ponty's massive extension of the concept of flesh, from the flesh of the subject to the flesh of the world, provides the ontological grounds of Lau's notion. However, I believe (but I may be wrong) that the actual model for the cultural flesh is the f lesh of the subject. For one reason: Lau's text grants both fleshes with a similar degree of "individuality", identity and concreteness, explaining why "entering" into another's (cultural) flesh needs elucidation. Lau understands "entering" as a Husserlian Einfühlung, not between subjects, but between "spiritual worlds"1o. We need not enter the flesh of the world, because we are already there, but between my flesh and that of another person, or my cultural flesh and the flesh of another culture, there is an entire set of middle terms such as intersubectivity, intercorporeity, interworlds, and so on. Therefore, I think that despite their common grounding on the flesh of the world, there is kinship between the notions of individual flesh and culturalflesh, and that the latter is conceived by analogy with the former. 8 Lau, 170. s Lau, 18. 10 Lau, 15-16 lf lam correct, then a problem arises. Subjectivity shelters singularity, the mystery of the living present of something unrepeatable and irreplaceable. Even if we cannot reduce singularity to subjectivity, the relation between the two motivates Derrida's lifelong readings of Husserl. Singularity is the main "object" of the ethicalconcern I discussed above. lthink that one virtue of Merleau-Ponty's notion of flesh, with his insistence on reversibility, the öcort,lhe non-coincidence of the self, is to think singularity well beyond the constraints of Cartesian subjectivity or legal individuality. However, I do not think that something analogous exists in the realm of culture: cultures can never be singular as such and the idea of the singularity of a culture is, to put it bluntly, a nationalist myth, dream and nightmare of culturalism, the fantasy of cultures as organic wholes. Anything singularthat a culture produces (i.e., a work of art) does not belong properly to it. Of course, just like in Merleau-Ponty, the individuality, identity and concreteness of Lau's culturalflesh suppose a preeminent role of the other, the contact, the inter-: a culturalflesh is "one" only because it is already intercultural. As Lau explains, the concept of cultural flesh "seryes to capture the basic characteristics of intercultural experiences, namely interpenetration, intertwinement, encroachment, promiscuity and chiasm on the one hand; and on the other hand convergence with öcort, reversibility without complete coincidence, ipseity amid intersu bjectivity a nd itercorpo reity, identity in difference. " 11 ln other terms, Lau's definition of culturalflesh aims at avoiding the trap of cultural essentialism, and thus at promoting the cultivation of a sensibility toward other culturesl2. But in order to achieve this goal, and to defend the idea of "culturalflesh" against nationalistic, identitarian or essentialist appropriations, a careful examination of the idea of culture is also necessary. Since prof. Lau does not confront the notion of culture as such in his text, lwill present now a series of non-exhaustive remarks whose aim is to invite him to a further cla rification. ' ',','i-, i. f, r, . i 1,-, : Only at the end of the book does prof. Lau present a definition of what he means by "culture". He explains that cultural entities are not "an object of purely physical properties upon which there isthe supervenience of some spiritual properties."13 lnstead, they posses an individuality of their own and a power of affectivity connected to their existence as cultural flesh. The examples that he gives are "painting, calligraphy, sculpture, music, poetry, novel, photography, or even architecture" and "performing arts such as dance, singing, playing of musical instruments, drama acting, etc." or "even landscape, when it becomes motive of artistic creation such as landscape painting or garden design"la, to which we can also add tea, mentioned somewhere else in the bookls. The other examples that does not belong to the category of the arts, are Chinese philosophicaltexts and Chinese medicine. As these examples suggest (with the only exception of Chinese medicine), the underlying notion of culture is that of so called "high culture", that is the domain of cultural productions 11 Lau, 194. 12 Lau, 191. 13 lau,225. 14 Lau,226. 1s Lau, 15. that are recognized as representative of a society, and that cultural institutions, governments, education systems, etc., foster and protect. To some extent, philosophy (in the sense of philosophicaltraditions belonging to different "cultures") also falls under this category. While I have nothing to object to the analysis of all these products in terms of flesh (l think of the beautiful texts that Merleau-Ponty consecrated to C6zanne), I wonder whether they are the actual issue for intercultural understanding. Because allthe excellent productions of different societies, epochs and individual artists, circulate in factvery well, sometimes in form of copies ortranslations (for instance, the chinoiseries in pottery), preceding by centuries our debates on the necessity of intercultural dialogue. lwould say that in the domain of the arts and crafts (where the import/export of technical skills is a crucialfactor for innovation), transculturality is the norm. Let us remind something important. Before the Romantic inflation of the concept of "culture" (to which l'll come back in a moment), this word referred to the cultivation of plants and, by extension, the cultivation of the arts. That is the case with the text of Voltaire that prof. Lau quotes, Les essois sur les meurs, and hence it is somewhat anachronic to say that the enlightened philosopher "defended Chinese culture"16, unless by that we mean he defended Chinese agricultural techniques. Another, more urgent motivation of Lau's call for intercultural understanding is the reemergence of the "clash-of-civilizations" discourse in the post-9/l-l- world: the simplification of the world's cultural diversity in terms of four or five homogeneous civilizations aiming at conquering and eradicating each other. This representation of the world, ratherthan a nar've prejudice, is a faithful reflection of geopolitical interests, and therefore also a matter of ideology. After the 2008 financial crisis and the current COVID-L9 pandemic, the anti-globalizing trends toward authoritarian nationalism only reinforce this kind of ideological discourses, and philosophy has the duty of reminding, against them, the most obvious facts:that cultures, or civilizations, are never homogeneous entities, that cultural diversity always exists within a society and that intercultural encounters are in fact the norm of cultural existence. The problem is that those who are to do this criticaljob (the philosophers), still assume some presuppositions of the ideologists. For instance, that there is "o European tradition of thought born in Greece", "o Chinese philosophy", "o Western metaphysics", and so on. As Jean-Yves Heurtebise rightly points out, this stubborn attachmentto an overly simplifying division of the world in a few cultural areas has its source in the ldealist and Romantic concept of "culture", which permeates how the history of philosophy has been written for the past couple of centuries. Heurtebise explains two important things:first, that in the 19th Ce ntu ry, « la d6termination du concept de 'culture' ä travers la notion de Volksgeist introduit subrepticement le passage d'une ddfinition descriptive ä une id6ologie normative. La notion de 'culture' donne naissance au culturalisme lorsque la d6finition de celle-ci n'est plus le r6sultat d'observations empiriques d'anthropologues sur une tribue donnde mais 16 Lau,1.23 t. fu^ n /teti- ttha,tr*l fucaL f c,-tt ,rt- + A, twtt*tfW &^-rqt /t/4/t1ul + N//tel,h.*t) av( fl*vt-^*,o to * .f d / rulabt4t tbwff,,*-+,,+ f* l* e yiufz /q" rtw*-cd a,h?.rl . L, W ;i,,H1:/ reX.T ;,y r"* n devient un concept normatif impos6 par les intellectuels et les politiques comme objectif de ddveloppement national, quelque chose qu'un peuple sp6cifique devroit acqudrir. »17 And second, « si les limites de ce concept de 'culture' n'ont pas encore 6t6 assez soigneusement examin6es, c'est sans doute parce que l'histoire mondiale de la philosophie produite par les 6rudits kantiens et hdgdliens au d6but du dix-neuviöme siöcle a particip6 elle-möme ä l'6laboration d'une conception culturoliste de la culture. »18 The concepts of culture, Bildung and Kultur, differentiate not only humanity from nature, they also substantialize the "spiritual life" of a given "people" in terms of an organic whole which develops according to some internal principlesle. While lam aware of prof. Lau's criticalstance regardingthis organicist prejudice, lwonder whether the use of "culture" in the concept of "culturalflesh" can avoid the totalizing assumptions that carry this concept, namely conceiving a culture as a (more or less open) totality. Of course, he insists that the cultural identity that the cultural flesh allows us to think is based on "öcart and movement of differentiation instead of coincidence with oneself. A cultural formation is never a system of pure immanence", and culturalflesh is "a kind of differential but synergic being", heterogeneous and plural in nature20. ln this sense, I agree with Merleau-Ponty, who in an Epicurean vein speaks of the world as a whirlpool2l, or with Bueno, who explains the apparent unity of cultures also in terms of a morphodynamical whirlpool in continuous evolution and conflict22, and also with Lau who insists on the many indeterminations, possibilities and essential openness of the cultural flesh. Despite all this, the major motivation for introducing the concept of "culturalflesh" is to teach us how to "access", "enter" or "penetrate" the horizon of another culture. An idea implying that cultures are separated by borders which, unstable and reversible as they be, can be rightfully delimited in practice, without which the idea of "entering" would be su pe rfl uo us. Iexplained before why I suspect the extension of the notion of individual flesh to the realm of culture: it is because the limits (inside/outsidelöcort) of the flesh protect singularity, while cultures are only singular in fantasy. Now I protestthe assumption that cultures may have borders. The reason is that cultures do not have any singularity to protect; not only do singular productions of a time and society travel well to other times and societies, but the reason they are singular is precisely because they exceed by principle the borders that any 17 Jean-Yves Heurtebise, Orientolisme, Occidentolisme et lJniversalisme. Histoire et Möthode Des Reprösentations Croisöes Entre Mondes Europöens et Chinois (Paris: MA Editions-ESKA ,2020]1,93. 18 Heurtebise, 93. Is ln El mito de lo culturo, Gustavo Bueno presents a comprehensive critique of the origin and developmentof thisconceptionof culture.GustavoBueno, El mitodeloculturo.Ensoyodeuno filosofia moteriolista de lo culturo, Tth ed. (Barcelona: Editorial Prensa lb6rica,2004); Der Mythos der Kultur. Essoy einer materiolistischen Kulturphilosophie,trans. Nicole Holzenthal (Bern: Peter Lang, 2002). 2a lau, P h e n om e n o I ogy o n d I nte rc u ltu ro I u n de rsto ndi nq, 226. 21 Lau,227. 22 Bueno, El mito de lo culturo,22. culture sets for them. And if borders there are that prevent works of art from moving, it is not "cultures" themselves that set them, but more fundamental ways of border-production that we need to bring into consideration as well. Hence, I do not deny that there are insides and outsides that demand deconstruction, but I do not think that they exist at the level of culture. Rather, the apparent unity and identity of "culture" are only the reflection of border-production at an extra-cultural level. Let me explain this by reference to Fredrik Barth's research on how ethnic groups construct their boundaries. That humans organize themselves in groups, and that human groups differentiate themselves from othergroups, is an anthropological fact. Of course, there are a lot of different ways of interpreting borders, some are more rigid, some more porous. For a given group at a given time, "ethnic boundaries are maintained in each case by a limited set of culture features"23. However, and this is crucial, cultural features are not defining aspects of ethnic groups in the long term: "most of the cultural matter that at any time is associated with a human population is not constrained by this boundary; it can vary, be learnt, and change without any critical relation to the boundary maintenance of the ethnic group. So when one traces the history of an ethnic group through time, one is nof simultaneously, in the same sense, tracing the history of 'a culture':the elements of the present culture of that ethnic group have not sprung from the particular set that constituted the group's culture at a previous time, whereas the group has a continual organizational existence with boundaries (criteria of membership) that despite modifications have marked off a continuing unit."24 Barth's approach is important because it achieves, based on comparative anthropological research, something that European philosophy struggles (if it tries at all)to do:to criticize "thetraditional propositionthatarace=aculture=alanguageandthatasociety=aunit which rejects or discriminates against others"2s. lf there are borders to challenge from the perspective of a collective flesh, those are not primarily cultural, interculturality being only one modality among others, perhaps also the most benign, in which the trespassing takes place. ;:,1 ::'r i.t;,.il.r'i: lat (.t: iatia, at'. i,': -, lr, i,.1'r,i-'r,rr ;, Besides "high culture" and "organic expression of a Volkgeist", the third sense of the word "culture" that lwill mention concernsthe opposition between nature and culture. lt is perhaps the most fundamental meaning of this word (also in the context of this discussion of the cultural flesh) and therefore requires further critical examination. Prof. Lau follows Merleau-Ponty in indicating that, contrary to the myth of modernity, nature and culture are intertwined26. The philosophy of the flesh is an investigation of the origin of oppositions, such as matter/mind, subject/object, and nature/culture. Hence, we cannot accuse Merleau-Ponty of working within the field of these conceptual oppositions. 23 Fredrik Barth, ed., Ethnic Groups and Boundaries. The Sociol Orgonizotion of Culture Difference (Boston: Ethnic Groups and Boundaries, 1969), 38. 2a Barth, 38. 2s Barth,11. 26 lau, P h e n om en o I ogy on d nte rcu ltu ro I I lJ n d e rsto n din g, 1,63. However, the idea that there is a"esprit bru(' in us, unentamed by any culture2T, or a savage world on the grounds of which Moderns constructed the scientific world, seems to me to reintroduce the normative value of the nature/culture opposition. Ldvi-Strauss, who tried first to explain the emergence of human culture through the structures of parenthood, soon got dissatisfied with the rigidity of this opposition. Hence, in works such as Lo pensöe souvoge, he insists that the savage world is not the base of the scientific world, because the latter is not an evolution from the former, but two parallel possibilities that are available to the human mind at any time (as illustrated by the bricoleur/engineer example). They both share the same "exigence d'ordre", and we need not distinguish them "en nature", but "en function des types de phenomönes auxquels elles s'appliquent"; they are "deux modes distincts de pens6e scientifique" or "deux niveaux stratdgiques oü la nature se laisse attaquer par la connaissance scientifique : l'un approximativement ajustd ä celui de la perception et de l'imagination, et l'autre ddcal6 »28. But even the common ground of the concrete and the scientific minds is not enough to underpin the difference between culture and nature, because for L6vi-Strauss, « le but dernier des sciences humaines n'est pas de constituer l'homme, mais de le dissoudre », and a step forward, by means of natural and exact sciences, « rdintdgrer la culture dans la nature, et, finalement, la vie dans l'ensemble de ses conditions physico-chimiques. »2e Wecancriticizethisnaturalisticreductionismfromtheperspectiveof the Lebenswelt,bul we can also ask if Husserl's Lebenswelt is not too anthropocentric, too reliant on the nature/culture opposition that it pretends to ground, and on the myth of the transition from myth to logos (from the pre-scientificto the scientfique). Hence, Lau is right in relying rather on Merleau-Ponty's önigme du monde or Patoöka's Weltgeheimnrs, to avoid conceiving the "pre-reflective" world as some sort of positivity to which we could come back in order to find a common ground for all cultures. That there is chiasm means also that cultures are one form in which the flesh of the world differentiates itself, cultures being by definition intertwined with nature and with other cultures. However, to complexifythe difference between nature and culture also requires considering other aspects that play a crucial role in determining the actual intertwining between natures and cultures, as well as the relation between cultural fleshes. I think namely of economic, technologic and political factors, which by no reason we should exclude from the intercultural dialogue. ln several parts of the book, prof. Lau discusses the notion of a "disenchanted worldview". I agree that this "is one of the most basic elements of the mental attitude essential for intercultural understanding in the era of globalization"3o; however, I wonder how the notion fits in the reduction of culturalflesh to "inchoate nature" orthe "pre-reflective world". A common way of understanding Modernity and the Scientific Revolution is to situate them as results of the development of European culture. While it is true that they took place for the firsttime in geographical and historical Europe, they are also a clear, and violent, rupture 27 Merleau-Po nty, Signes, 228; Lau, Phenomenology ond lnterculturol tJnderstonding, 1,65. 28 Claude L6vi-Strauss, "La Pensde Sauvage," in Guvres, Bibliothöque de La pl6iade (paris: Gallimard, 2008), s69,513,s7s. 2e L6vi-Strauss,824. 30 Lau, Phenomenology ond lntercultural tJnderstonding, 1,06. with previous European traditions. To ground back Modernity in a pre-scientific European Lebenswelt is the reason Husserl's critique of naturalism turns to be Eurocentric. A crucial factor in modernity is the encounter between European cultures and their others. Lau underlines the role that China played in transforming the concept of universal history, decentering Europe, introducing a critical awareness of the self31. The discovery (or rather, "eclipse") of the Americas is another making up event of modernity, contemporary with the invention of the world in a planetary sense32. lf disenchantment and Modernity are the condition sine quo non of intercultural dialogue, it is precisely because they are not strict cultural phenomena, but also include economic, scientific-technologic, political and juridical factors as well. This is not new, of course. For instance, regarding technology, we can refer to Leroi-Gourhan's distinction between technical tendency and technical fact, the latter being proper to an ethnic group or culture, the former been transcultural by definition and real motor of technological change33. Another example, which is also another element of the mental attitude required by intercultural understanding: "the recognition of the right of the Other - individualor collective - to exist and to enjoy freedom and autonomy":4. This is the "juridical" form of this modernization, "human rights" where their mere formulation already claims against their reduction to any cultural ground. (This, of course, does not amount to deny the uses of science and technology or even human rights for the benefit of a particular group, for instance, in the double bind of colonialism; l'm only considering them here in their "purest f orm" , in order to underline that they are also in rupture with the traditions of the West, and cannot be considered as the mature fruits of a European Lebenswelt). But we can extend these conclusions to other aspects of intercultural exchange. To use Lau's example, a Chinese or lndian conductor can be perfectly capable of interpreting with mastery a piece of Western music, but the reason for that is not that he is capable to penetrate the culture of the West (at least, to be fair, we need to grant the same capacity to the conductor of European origin who, depending on the piece she wants to interpret, also needs to penetrate Romantic or Baroque cultures, so far already from her own). What makes music universal (at least, universally recognized as belonging to the high culture of humanity) is also what makes it indifferent to the culture in which it originated. Music is also written trace, a technology capable in principle to break away with the context of its production. No culture stops the rhythm (Leroi-Gourhan, again). With all this, I am trying to show that cultural borders are not decisive for intercultural exchange, and that we can rethink the question from the perspective of interior/exterior divisions that are in fact pre-cultural. Prof. Lau takes transcendence as cultural borders and cultural beyond as a primary fact3s, but lwould rather consider cultures from the point of view of ethnic, political, economic and even environmental borders, rather than allthese as derivative results of culture (which would amount to go back to the ldealist concept of 31 Lau, 113 sq. 32 Enrique Dussel, 1492: El Encubrimiento del Otro. Hocio el origen del "Mito de la Modernidod" (la Paz: Plural editores, 1994); The lnvention of the Americas: Eclipse of "the Other" ond the Myth of Modernity, trans. Michael D. Barber (New York: Continuum, 1995). 33 And16 Leroi-Gourhan, Le Geste et Lo Porole,2 vols. (Paris: Albin Michel, 1964-1965). 3a lau, Phenomenology ond lntercultural lJnderstonding, tO6. 3s Lau,2L4. culture as an organic whole). lf cultural formations are always adapting to preexisting borders, then is the "culturalflesh,,(the ontologicalground of a community) strictly "cu Itu ra I" ? ln contrast to some passages where he seems to oppose scientific_technical knowledge to a more "mystical" (pre-technical?) region of culture36, lfind very helpful Lau,s final characterization of the "culturalflesh,,in terms of technics, as,,a kind of prosthesis built upon our natural body [...] in view of enhancing our powerof sensibility and understanding such that we can better realize acts of meaning sharing in reciprocity,,37. prosthesis can transgress borders (including between nature and culture), they never make up unities in themselves (they are "relational,,by principle), and they explain some conflicts and rejections that intercultural exchanges also produce, without reducing these conflicts to mere cultural factors. The equivocal concept of culture deserves more critical attention in philosophy and the humanities, in orderto avoid the three problems that I have presented above: - The reduction of culture to ,,high culture,,, that is to a small part of human productions, also the part that circulates more freely and encounters fewer obstacles in its recognition by other cultures. - An ldealist and Romantic concept of cultures as organic wholes determining the development of the different peoples on Earth. This notion is at odds with the fact that any culture is transcultural before possessing any unity of its own, and that cultures are like "prosthesis,,used by humans in different contexts and with different ends. We must liberate philosophical traditions from their servitude to organic nationalism. - A rigid opposition between nature and culture, or the idea that we can ground the latter upon the former, or the latter dominate the former, without considering the many political, economic, technological or environmental factors that are crucialto understanding how human groups define and transform their boundaries. To these problems, prof. Lau gives responses in his book, but since he does not produce a clear definition of the concept of ,,culture,, in ,,culturalflesh,,, it is not clear to what extent it can overcome these issues. lf cultural hybridity is the norm, and cultures are a whirlpool in a continuous movement of transformation, then the real challenges come from another dimension of the flesh, where boundaries separate the fragile limits between life and death. How to think, and deconstruct, the opposition between the inside and the outside (of a body, of a group of bodies), this is the question that puzzles me and that I have tried to present alongside with a reading of prof. Lau,s work. 36 Lau, 190. 37 Lau,229. 
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